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Throughout this paper, R, S, and Twill be rings with identity, I an ideal of R, 
and J an ideal of S. Let R&, ti J R , +fl, and &‘, denote respectively the categories 
of unital left R-, right R-, left S-, and right S-modules. 
A module RL is called I-injective if Hom(f, RL) is an epimorphism for any 
f E 1-Mon, where 1-Mon will denote the class of all monomorphisms f in R& 
with I Cokf = 0. Let 
1Z = (L E & 1 Ann,(l) = 0 and RL is I-injective) 
be the full subcategory of R~ consisting of all “I-localized” modules, similarly 
,dp of all J-localized modules in s-d. 
Forming a “Horn-Tensor” dual contrast to the above, a module CR is called 
l-flat if C OR f is a monomorphism for any f E I-Mon, and let 
Z’, = {C c b&R 1 CI = C and C, is I-flat) 
be the full subcategory of JZY~ consisting of all “I-colocalized” modules, and 
similarly %‘J of all J-colocalized modules in -d, . 
The main purpose of the present paper is to establish in Section 2: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let cRUS , sV,> be a lClorita context with the trace ideals 
I and J. Then the functors (- OR U), and (- OS V), induce an equivalence 
This gives a dual version of the following theorem due originally to Kato [3] 
and finally to Miiller [5]: 
THEOREM. Let cRUS , sVR) be a Morita context with the trace ideals I and J. 
Then the functors sHom(, U, -) and JIom(, V, -) induce an equivalence 
,9 - ,9. 
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Section 1 is devoted to an account of the dualistic background of the main 
section, Section 2. In fact, Theorem 1.3, a dual to Theorem 2.3, is only a slightly 
different version of Miiller’s Proposition 1 [5]. 
As was essentially shown by Bland [2], I-projective modules are I-flat, where 
a module C, is I-projective if Hom(C, ,f) is an epimorphism for any 
f~ Epi-I = {epimorphismf in .&‘s j (Kerf)I = 0). 
In this connection, the equality CG, = Vi is established in Section 3, where 
%‘j = (C E AR [ CI = C and CR is I-projective). 
In [4], one of the authors introduced the notion of D-contexts for a set D. 
Roughly speaking, D-contexts are Morita contexts halved. In spite of this, it is 
shown in the final Section 4 that each D-context RUs with the trace ideals RI 
and Js gives rise to a Morita context CR U s , s V,) with the trace ideals IR and S J. 
1. THE CATEGORY I9 
While the following lemma is a consequence of Mtiller’s Proposition 1 [5], we 
include a direct proof for convenience. 
LEMMA I. 1. If L - Horn@, RL) canonicaZZy, then L E $3’. 
Proof. Suppose L FZ Hom(,l, RL) canonically. Then it follows directly that 
Ann,(I) = AnnL(I) = 0, where2 denotes the injective hull of RL. It remains to 
show that RL is I-injective. Let RX’ be a submodule of RX with IX C X’, and 
f: .X’ + RL CL with an extension f: sX-+ RL. Then, for each x E X, xf 
induces a homomorphism 
so by hypothesis there exists an 1 EL such that 
u(xf) = (ux)f = al, for all a E I. 
But then Anne(I) = 0; hence xf = 1 EL for each x E X, and one concludes that f 
admits of its extension fi RX + RL. 
LEMMA 1.2. The following conditions on RL are equivalent: 
(1) LE,,EP. 
(2) Vf EI-Mon: Hom(f, RL) is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. (1) =- (2). Hom(f, &) is an epimorphism by definition, while 
Ker(Hom(f, J)) = Hom(Cokf, J.) = 0, for 1 Cokf = 0 and Ann,(l) = 0. 
(2) =- (I). It follows from (2) that RL is I-injective directly and that 
L a Horn@, RL) Q Hom(,l, RL) canonically. Hence Ann,(l) : 0. 
THEOREM 1.3. The following conditions on a bimodule RLT are equkalent: 
(1) ,LE,Y. 
(2) L ,% Horn@, RL) canonically. 
(3) Vill E ./iT: RHom(&T,, LT) E J’. 
Proof. (I ) : (2) follows from the preceding lemma. 
(2) ~--- (3). For any ME JY, , we obtain canonical isomorphisms 
Hom(MT , LT) e Hom(MT , Hom(,l, RL)T) = Hom(,l, RHom(iTIT. LT)). 
It follows from Lemma 1. I that ,Hom(MT , I,,) E ,Y. 
(3) =:. (I). /$ 2 .Hom( TT, LT) E $3’. 
2. THE CATEGORY '!Y1 
~,ERIMA 2.1 . The followiq conditions on C, aye equivalent: 
(1) C’E’L,. 
(2) Vj.‘E I-&Ion: C GR f is an isonzorphism. 
Proof. (1) -- (2). c’ &jRf is a monomorphism by definition. while 
C’ok(C G&f) q C ~:j)~ Cok f := 0, for CI = C and I Cok f 0. 
(2) =:. (1). It f 11 o ows from (2) that C, is I-flat directly and that (‘ :. jR I 2 (, 
’ & R -< C canonically. Hence CI = C. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The following conditions on a bimodule ,-C’, are eguizalent: 
(I) c‘, E’fT,. 
(2) VK E ,-,//: RHom(,C, TL\T) t ,Y. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.3 and 2.1, 
c’, E %, .: _. V’c I-R/Ion: C ~:,:~f is an isomorphism. 
-:. vL\- t 7;/7 V1fEJ-Mon: Hom(C’ gR.f, TL\i) is an isomorphism. 
-.: vi\- t 7” J/ \y’f~ I-Man: Hom(f, RHom(,C, T1\T)) is an isomorphism, 
V,VE 7‘. N: .Hom(rC, TLV) E ,Y. 
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THEOREM 2.3. The follou+g conditions on a bimodule rC, are equivalent: 
(1) C,EC,. 
(2) C i$)R I * C canonically. 
(3) VM E A!,: M or C, E c;lr . 
Proof. (1) -:- (2). Lemma 2.1 yields the canonical isomorphism 
C@,I,-C&RwC. 
(2) 2 (3). For any =MT and zN, where Z denotes the ring of integers, (2) 
induces the canonical isomorphism 
Hom(,M or C, aN) w Hom(,M or C OR I, aN) 
w Horn@, ,Hom(,M or C, aN)). 
It thus follows from Lemma 1.1 that sHom(,M &- C, aN) E $T, for any .N. 
Hence M QT CR E V, by the preceding proposition. 
(3) :7;- (I). CR m T@,C,E~?~. 
A Morita context (RUS , SVR; (-, -), [-, -I; 1, J> consists of bimodules RUS 
and S I’s together with bimodule epimorphisms 
(-, -): U 6JS P-+1 and [-,-I: V& Lr+ J, 
satisfying (u, v)u’ = u[v, u’] and [v, u]v’ = V(U, v’) (Bass [l]). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (RUs, sVR; (-, -), [-, -I; I, J) be a Morita context. Then 
I Ker(-, -) = 0. 
Proof. If x ui @ oi E Ker(-, -), then for u E U and v E V, 
(21, V) C Uf @j V;'i = C (U, V) Ui @ Vi = 1 U[V, Ui] @ Vi = C 24 @ [V, Ui] Vi 
=pL~V(ui,vi)=(U~v)~(Ui,vi)=(U~v)O=O, 
proving I Ker(-, -) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let ( R U s, sVR; (-, -), [-, -I; I, J) be a Morita context. Then 
the functors (- OR U), and (- OS V), induce an equivalence 
VINVJ. 
Proof. The pairings (-, -) and [-, -1 in d uce natural transformations 
(6:(-g&+ U@s V)+ 1 and #:(--OS VOR 7-4-t 1, 
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It suffices to show that C E %‘, if and only if & is an isomorphism (it then 
follows from the symmetry of the Morita context that C E eJ if and only if 
Z/I= is an isomorphism). By the preceding lemma, C OR (-, -): C OR U @S V - 
C OR I is an isomorphism if CI = C. Thus dc is an isomorphism if and only if 
C@,IRZ C canonically, but this can occur only when C E %, by Theorem 2.3. 
The following proposition is essentially due to Bland [2, Theorem 2.31. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If C, is I-projective, then C, is I-flat. 
Proof. Let 2 denote the ring of integers and W an injective cogenerator in 
.tiz . Then one verifies easily that ~EI-Mon 3 Hom(f, IVz) E Epi-I (Bland 
[2, Lemma 2.21). Thus 
C, is I-projective =- Vf E I-Man: Hom(C, , Hom(f, W,)) is an epimorphism, 
-=:- Yfc 1-Mon: Hom(C 3R f, TV=) is an epimorphism, 
-: ‘Y’f E I-Mon: C OR f is a monomorphism, 
-:-- C, is I-hat. 
THEOREhl 3.2. %, = ‘G; . 
Proof. Let f: -yR -+ Xi be in Epi-I, and alI7 an inject& cogenerator in 
zSk’ containing S and S” with T = End(,W). Since Hom(f, zl17) E 1-Mon and 
.S, zS” are both zll’,-reHesive, WC obtain 
C E %, =- C (31~ Hom(f, all’) is an isomorphism, 
-‘- Hom(C ~3)~ Hom(f, z6V), lI’T) is an isomorphism, 
+ Hom(C, , Hom(Hom(f, zW), W,)) is an isomorphism, 
* Hom(C, ,f) is an isomorphism. 
Thus it follows that rr C ‘Z; , whereas ‘6; ~2 %‘, by the preceding proposition. 
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4. D-CONTEXTS AND MORITA CONTEXTS 
In [4], one of the authors has called a bimodule R U, a D-context for a set D in 
case there exist both a left R-linear map (-, -): U x D -+ R and a right S-linear 
map [-, -1: D x U -+ S satisfying (u, d)u’ = u[d, u’]. 
The following theorem relates D-contexts with Morita contexts. 
THEOREM 4.1. Each D-context R Us with the trace ideals RI and Js gives rise 
to a Morita context cRLrs , sVR; IR, SJ>. 
Proof. Let S @ D @ R = {z si @ di @ ri / si E S, di c D, ri E R} be the 
module with relations 
(s+s’)@d@r=s@d@r+s’@d@r, 
s@d@(r+r’)=s@d@r+s@d@r’, 
s[d, u] @ d’ @ r = s @ d @ (u, d’)r. 
The ring structure on S and R induces an S-R-bimodule structure on 
S @ D @ R canonically via 
s’(s @ d @ r)r’ = s’s @ d @ rr’. 
Since 
(us[d, u’], d’)r = ((us, d)u’, d’)r = (us, d)(u’, d’)r 
and 
s[d, (u, d’)ru’] = s[d, u[d’, ru’]] = s[d, u][d’, ru’], 
(-, -): u X (S @ D @ R) 3 (u, c si @ di @ ri) M c (usi , di) ri E R 
is a well-defined left R-, middle S-, and right R-bilinear map, while 
[-, -I: (S @I D @ R) x U 3 fC si @ di @ ri , ZL) i--t 1 si[di , riu] E S 
is a well-defined left S-, middle R-, and right S-bilinear map, satisfying the 
associativity conditions 
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and 
with their trace ideals IR and SJ, respectively. 
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